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assist Sir  Benjamin  Robertson in  the preparation of his evidence. Passive
resistance is to be suspended pending the report of the Commission and the
introduction of legislation. The release of bona fide passive registers now serving
sentence is asked for, and the Minister explains that this had already been done
by the Government. At his own suggestion, Mr. Gandhi and his friends will take
no further action with regard to the allegations of ill-treatment during the
Indian strike. The Government while repudiating the allegations as emphati-
cally as ever will also refrain from leading evidence upon them, but reserve
their right to ask the Commission to investigate the shooting affrays at Esperanza
and Mount Edgecombe. It will be noted that Mr. Gandhi has added to his
previous four points a fifth, asking for an assurance of just administration of
the law and of due regard to vested rights. This appears to be innocuously
vague and should not cause any difficulty. He has also slightly modified his
stipulation respecting the licence under Natal Act 17 of 1895. He formerly
asked that a standing licence should be substituted for the annual licence, but
he now apparently contemplates that after an ex-indentured Indian has acquired
domiciliary rights, in terms of the judgment in the Subrayen case, by three years
continuous residence after the expiration of his indentures, the licence should
be dropped altogether. This is a point of detail on which the Commission's
recommendation will doubtless carry weight with the Government, I may
mention that yesterday afternoon, when Mr. Gandhi received Mr. Gorges* letter,
he was much perturbed by the omission of any explicit recognition of the motive
which restrained him from pursuing the allegations of ill-treatment In order
to meet his difficulty, General Smuts caused the words which now form the third
sentence of the letter to be inserted. They were suggested by Mr. Gandhi himself,
and he is understood to be satisfied1 and to be leaving for Natal today.
Colonial Office Record: 551/54
1 This has reference to the resolution of the deadlock in the final nego-
tiations described by Andrews; vide footnote 2 to "Interview with General
Smuts", pp. 326-7.

